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This form is for a person buying a FTNX listed publication or service as found on www.ftnx.net 

• Form MUST be printed, filled  in by hand, rescanned and returned as a PDF via email.
• Once received FTN Exporting will contact the applicant by email within 24 hours of receipt with a Pro-forma  

invoice which has our direct banking details - or; 
• Applicant may opt to pay by PayPal  once this form is retuned to which applicant will be contacted after 

payment made  via Paypal has  cleared. (Allow up to 48 hours) 
• All payments by PayPal; Please use  ftn_smice@bigpond.com email.
• All payments by direct bank deposit is the preferred method of payment as per offer made .
• If applicant uses PayPal to pay for order, please add US$ 25.00 to cover added processing fee.

Reference Number of Current Offer Listed on www.FTNX.net : DPM 105
Date of this form being made available: 20 March 2023
Once reference number changes  on the FTNX.net site, offer made is  cancelled to favour a new offer

Return by Email as PDF To:
Davide Giovanni Papa 
C/o: FTN Exporting, Australia 
Email : ftn_smice@bigpond.com

Name of Applicant :

Company name ( If used) 

Postal Address

Country

Postcode or ZIP

Email Address: 

Private phone number  including area codes ( Fixed or Mobile)

FTN EXPORTING FORM : PRO-FORMA  invoice 

ORDER FORM: Educational Services  

http://www.ftnx.net
http://FTNX.net
mailto:ftn_smice@bigpond.com
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What Are You Buying
(Place ‘X” in Box)

Product defined under Offer (A)  via FTNX.net 

Product defined under Offer (B)

Product defined under Offer (C)

Amount  payable as listed :US$ 

I am going to pay by direct Bank to Bank  method , please send me Pro-forma invoice 

I have paid by PayPal after returning this form to FTNX

Have you been trading online prior to purchasing our doctrine 

You are new to the business of commodity trading  

What added skills do you have 
(E.g: I am a lawyer. I have an MBA. I worked  for an agency. I have strong writing skills.etc.etc.)

____________________________________________________________________________

 Declaration by Purchaser
I, the above name applicant have read terms and condition of www.ftnx.net  and understand the 
nature of the unique material being served is for personal and private use, given to me with good 
and honourable intent. I agree not to resell or make copies nor serve any publication or advice, as 
served by FTNX to the applicant  to anyone else unconditionally and that the applicant shall act 
with good and honourable intent when using  or dealing with FTNX material.

PRINT NAME
DATE 
SIGNATURE 
( Using blue ink pen, as signed by hand)   
 
Please return first two pages to FTNX  as a PDF to complete the order .
Please continue reading added insights below.

http://www.ftnx.net
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1. The applicant  must read the doctrine thoroughly over a 2 months period or more  before starting 
to trade using the procedure rules and advice found in our publication or as advised by FTNX  
when applicant uses their consult or Q&A units that was offered  with the publication .

2. After six month of trading the applicant should open a bank account dedicated to the nature of 
business they are attempting..A bank  account is a large well known world bank Is preferred.

3. The applicant should use a general email as found online as per a website, and have another 
private email  that is used  exclusively for business is the safest and best course of action

4. Phone numbers should not be placed online and may placed on all documents produced by the 
applicant when stating to conduct trades.

5. If your maths skills are poor, if your use of the  English language is  poor, if your writing skill is 
not reasonably sound  and /or if you have a criminal history for fraud, this  study  will not serve 
your needs at the expected level of application. No matter the kind of work your do, if above at-
tributes are ‘reasonably’ sound, and you have spare time daytime, evenings and weeks ends, 
then taking up the study is appropriate.

6. If the applicant taking up the study is looking to make money quickly, then the applicant  should 
not take up the study.There is no money to be made in the first 12 months  may be presumed. 
This is a study which will take some time to master; some will master process quickly others will 
master it over time.; then comes experience.Making money is the bedfellow on the ability to 
learn and apply the trading process; as is success or failure.

7. The first year is considered a practice session. The applicant  will know by this time if this busi-
ness is for them as the applicant will be expected to obtain trade experience in live deals within 
3 month of purchasing our publication. After 12 months, the applicant should progress into a sit-
uation to become forcibly legally bound with a supplier and end buyer.This is the time to chase 
down and close a large NBC deal.

8. The process in the doctrine is made for intermediaries, by the leading expert who created it, 
which is predicated not just on rules and laws but 35 years of trading experience. Our mistakes 
wont become your mistakes. Once the intermediary studies the doctrine, they are no longer de-
fined as an intermediary but as a Professional  Buyer and  Seller of commodities .The applicant 
is defined as a PCT. To endorse this aspect, a USPCT  (United Society of Professional Com-
modity Traders) logo is also served. Use the logo on all your documents .It affirms your status 
beyond that of a mere ‘intermediary.’ 

9. Please take note intently: The applicant trades  in any non sanctioned products.  TRIBE Rules of 
Association (TRA) give an outline on products that an intermediary  can legally trade in. TRA can 
be found on www.ftnexporting.com  Please print a copy of TRA and study intently before com-
mencing to trade. 

10.The applicant MUST not trade or be tempted to trade with products from countries bearing 
sanctions with EU, UK or USA.It’s an illegal act . Our experience in serving  expert  VIP opinions 
to law firms  world-wide, in cases where intermediaries have  breached sanctions rules have re-

http://www.ftnexporting.com
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sulted is very serious consequences where the applicant has  had all financial gains made on a 
deal forfeited.Such  applicants have also served time in prison. 

11.Do not take short cuts, no matter what others that you’ll meet when trading say.You are  are 
highly informed applicant. You have taken up a study that normally would take years to complete 
in a university ( if such a study were available) Others you meet along the trading path are often 
ill informed (especially those you’ll meet in USA). Your procedures apply If you cannot close a 
deal due to the demands made by ill informed others , move on , dump the deal and  find anoth-
er to work on.  Even if a supplier or endure make demands not familiar to you, decline the trans-
action .Your procedures are correctly prescribed  and  strictly follow  and adhere with  in-
ternational rules, laws and norms. You only conduct safe dealings  at all times. Canadians are 
the most informed traders along with applicants taking up the study from Africa U.K and Ger-
many.Russian and Iranian traders  who have studied the doctrine also fall into the informed sta-
tus, alas, due to sanctions, such entities cannot effectively trade with countries bearing sanctions 
with Russia/Iran.   

12.Unlike the application of agency e.g; Real Estate Agents or Brokers; the applicant becomes an 
informed professional commodity trader (PCT). When dealing on the side of the supplier, the in-
terests of the supplier are maintained. When dealing with the end buyer, the same intent applies. 
When both side of the deal is apparent, you must bear responsibilities to both parties to the 
deal.This means you are the principal and therefore only your very safe and correctly defined 
procedures may apply. You can only bear responsibilities for YOUR doings. The principal must 
protect the deal intently even if it means disclosing the bad intent of one side which causes the 
deal to collapse in ensuring the interest of the other side are maintained.

13.As per the FTNX  doctrine of trade, and study undertaken, you may deal in small single or a few  
Full Container Loads (FCL) deliveries , but that’s a very competitive area, where very small prof-
its  ( or no profits) and big responsibilities apply. You don’t need this study to do as much.  The 
kind of profits being described and prescribed under the doctrine calls for the applicant to deal in 
large single shipments of Non Break Cargo  (NBC) or even better, revolving deliveries of NBC 
monthly. This is where huge profits can be made. Dealing in e.g: 100 FCL’s monthly are also  
viable and profitable  aspects. This is  where the doctrine becomes invaluable.

14.The applicant has purchased a doctrine which comes with some kind of consult or Q&A units. 
Use such units while you are studying the doctrine and are unsure about an aspect offered. Q&A 
is not suitable for use in an actual live deal situation as such deals often take months to close 
and require a huge supervisory roll and many emails being served by a principal mentoring an 
applicant. 

15.If after 3 months of buying the publication, the new applicant may apply to be mentored by 
FTNX at a fixed cost of US$ 3000.00 – less the payment already made on  buying  the current 
masterworks PDF on offer. To have the mentor on standby for a full 12 months, to call upon and 
service live deals with the applicant as an advance trading and educational application.The ap-
plicant must ask via email if FTNX is prepared to serve as a private personal mentor; FTNX has 
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discretion to accept ( or decline) an applicant for mentorship as  the mentor must bear all liabili-
ties of the applicant. We are not longer offering mentorship as in the past, to anyone.

16.The mentor and applicant must  become one party as the applicant does all the sourcing work 
in where the mentor closes upon and serves direction and advice on any potential deals being 
initiated by the applicant. The mentor is the principal, the applicant trades in the name of the 
principal (as an FTNX endorsed agent). Should a deal close all commission payments are pro-
tected by the Principal on an even share basis. Only long term very serious new home based 
applicants intent on trading for many years, may apply for mentorship is the latest aspect; and 
only after the applicant has first studied the doctrine intently first.

17. Finally, all all cases the applicant studies the doctrine and commences to trade as prescribed 
as a Buyer, Seller and Principal

18.Suppliers, end buyer, law firms, bankers and related /established others taking up the study un-
der mentorship, double the standard mentorship costs applies, as the level of expertise served is 
at a higher level as the demands made by such entities  are often more complex. 

19.Our formal publication ITSI is suffice for most applicants prepared to study and take time to 
close upon a large NBC deal. Our beta masterworks PDF is 4 times bigger than ITSI .Our beta 
works allow us to describe the process in a  ‘step by step’ manner  ‘as it is’  which we could not 
do with  ITSI due to its  formally applied academic aspect.


